Enprotech Industrial Technologies

Program and Presentation: Date: Wednesday, December 19

Enprotech are experts in Press repair, rebuilding and equipment upgrades.

Plant Manager Jeff Schiable will discuss Enprotechs history, and the demand for large multiple press projects and repair throughout the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Jeff will discuss the procedures of rebuilding large presses, including; Cutting/Scarfing, Welding, Brazing, Machining in the shop and in the field. Enprotechs strengths include engineering and emergency services that meet the demands for press repair and puts presses back in production for minimal down time. Projects that Enprotech have completed include a 12,000 ton mechanical forging press, the largest in the world, in Cleveland Ohio.

Shop Tour Location: Enprotech Industrial Technologies
2200 Olds Ave.
Lansing, Michigan 48915

Dinner Location: Dispatch Sports Pub
3004 W. Main St.
Lansing MI. 48915

Time: 5:30 – 6:00pm. – Social Time
6:00 – 6:45pm. – Dinner
7:00pm – Tour at Enprotech